THE HAPPINESS INDEX
IN A NUTSHELL
Who we are. Why we’re different.
What we do. How we can help.

––

WHO
WE ARE

Chris

We’re a bunch of business experts, organisational psychologists, data scientists, developers,
product designers and generally nice people who are driven to make the world a happier place.
We believe that by listening, understanding and actioning feedback, you will create a better culture,
improve retention and become more successful. Both inside and outside of the workplace!

Our inception:

Matt

Co-founders Chris, Matt and Tony first met in 2000 living in the same halls of residence at
University. On a night out in 2011 they started to discuss an idea… a better way for businesses to
quickly gather and analyse feedback to understand staff and client sentiment. The Happiness
Index was born!

Tony
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The Happiness IndexTM

WHY
WE’RE DIFFERENT
Not all businesses believe in your right to happiness. We do!
We want to help you create positive and lasting experiences that permeate throughout the
workplace and impact upon all aspects of peoples’ lives.
We have our own very simple formula that helps to ensure that businesses put people first and
reap the benefits of a happy and productive workforce:

“The Happiness formula”

Happy
staff

Happy
clients

Better
performance

Put simply happiness is a precursor to success, and it’s our passion to help people and businesses
create success and adopt our formula into their everyday lives. That’s why we do what we do!

The Happiness Index in a nutshell.
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WHAT
WE DO
We change the way you gather and understand feedback by creating bespoke
solutions to help you put people first, utilise your data and boost
performance.
We will help you to understand how your people feel,
what is working for them, what could be improved, and
how to prioritise the things that will have the biggest
positive impact. This will allow you to identify areas for
improvement as they arise, retain your best talent and
create work-life happiness!
Through tracking and monitoring the sentiment of your
people and organisation you can gather instant feedback from
all your stakeholders and turn it into data-led action plans.
As you can see, Jodie, Joe and Roma from our team are big
advocates and use our ‘AlwaysOn’ approach internally!

Start revolutionising your feedback today!
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The Happiness IndexTM

HOW
WE CAN HELP
We help you to fulfil your people goals and revolutionise your feedback process with our cutting-edge tech.
We like to stay ahead of the curve to ensure we are always providing you with a better service. Our developers are always thinking of new
ways to improve our tech, innovate our services and personalise our offerings: ” – check out our separate brochure!

Innovative tech:

Flexible feedback:

Voice technology

Onboarding

Comment, Correlation, Filter, Response and Sentiment analysis

Exit interviews

Segmentation

Wellness/wellbeing

AI and ML to create predictive analysis and reporting

Training

Word clouds & Heatmaps

Events

Key focus areas

Behavioural

Benchmarking, Standard deviation & Trends

Emotional Intelligence (EQ)

Net promoter scores (NPS) & Employee Net promoter scores (eNPS)

L&D

Downloadable reports

Mergers & Acquisitions

“The 2nd P&L” - Check out our separate brochure

Benefits

The Happiness Index in a nutshell.
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HOW
WE CAN HELP
Amazing service:

In-depth reporting:
Custom reports – Why not let us do all the work for you? We will
happily come in and present your results too!
Integrations with Google sheets, Google slides, Excel – or any other
programme you want us to integrate with…

People-led: Your people are the driving force of your
business – and it’s no different for us! That’s why we want to
provide a human and personal approach when it comes to
client service.
Attentive: Our dedicated team will provide as much or little
support as you require. They’ll do it with a smile on their face
too!
Responsive: Contact a member of our team and you will
always get a response. Just try not to favour weekends…

PDF & Google data studio reports
Triggered reports
Raw data downloads

Bespoke: It’s your data. It’s your feedback. It’s your
organisation. You make the rules and we will accommodate.
However, if you need help and advice it is our specialised
subject!
Agile: We are always looking for new ways to improve our
service. As a feedback company we are big advocates of
practising what we preach – so if you have any suggestions
we will action them and make them a reality!
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The Happiness IndexTM

OUR APPROACH TO
YOUR FEEDBACK
Ask
The 4 A’s:
Ask: Gather feedback quickly and efficiently with
your bespoke questions.
Analyse: Turn your feedback into actionable
insight.

Adapt

Analyse

Action: Develop actions based on your insights
and track and measure continuously.
Adapt: Evaluate the impact of your changes
over time, so you can continuously make your
workplace better.

Action

The Happiness Index in a nutshell.
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Website:

www.the-happiness-index.com

Email:

hello@the-happiness-index.com

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/happinessindex1

